Design solutions: features

2005 Builder Excellence AWARDS

32 MAKING IT HAPPEN
SEMA Golf worked with Nicklaus Design to successfully build The Outlaw course at Desert Mountain in Scottsdale, Ariz., and meet the owners' high expectations.

36 STARTING OVER
Ryangolf overcame challenges reconstructing the North Course at Frenchman's Creek in Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.

Professional development: feature

28 AN EYE FOR DESIGN
A young golf course architect starts his own firm to make his mark and create unique golf courses. Golf Course News interviews Todd Eckenrode.

Turfgrass management: features

40 ANALYZING A NEMESIS
Imitating Poa annua's strengths could be used as a management practice to ensure pure bentgrass greens.

54 PESTICIDE UPDATE
Pesticides are an integral part of a golf course superintendent's turf management programs. An update includes a list of pesticides that are available on the market to superintendents.

Irrigation management: feature

44 DIVE DEEPER INTO WATER QUALITY
A good irrigation suitability analysis should test for elements that impact turf health.

Course maintenance: feature

48 IRRIGATION IMPROVEMENTS
Cost, more water-distribution control and better water conservation are at the root of irrigation system upgrades.

Turfgrass management: feature

52 TOP OF MIND
At Blue Ash Golf Course near Cincinnati, cultural practices changed to provide golfers with a more pleasant experience.